
Note:The Company has the right to improve the instructions of products.We are sorry to say that we don’have obligationto inform you about the 
manual changes.And the appearanceof the products is subject to material object!

MC-918
User Manual

Sliding Zero Gravity 
Massage Chair
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DANGER  

1.   Always unplug the unit immediately after use.
2.   Always unplug the unit before cleaning.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONSWARRANTY CLAIMS
Basic precautions should always be followed when using an electrical unit, including the following.

_To reduce the risk of electric shock:

WARNING

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

  

1.    The unit should never be left unattended when plugged in. Always unplug the unit when 
       not in use.
2.    Close and continuous supervision is necessary when the unit is used by people who are 
       limited in their ability tomove or communicate.
3.    Only use the unit for the purpose described in these instructions.
4.    Do not stand on the unit.
5.    Do not use any accessories other than those recommended by the manufacturer.
6.    This unit should not be used by children. Keep children away from the unit. Remove key when 
       not in use and store out of reach of children.
7.    Never operate the unit if it has a damaged power cord or plug. Return the unit to the nearest 
       authorized service center if it is not working properly, if it has been dropped or damaged, or if it 
       has been immersed in water.
8.    Always raise the comfort cushion to check that the fabric of the unit itself has not been ripped 
       before using the unit. Please also check other areas to ensure that the fabric has  not been ripped. 
       No matter how small the rip, if you find one then immediately stop using the unit, unplug the 
       power cord and have the unit repaired at an authorized service center.
9.    Keep power cords away from heated surfaces. Do not carry the unit by the power cord. Take 
       care that pins,garbage and moisture do not come into contact with the plug. (Wipe off the 
       dust using a dry cloth.)
10.  The unit should not be used on top of heating appliances, such as electric carpets, etc. Do not 
       operate the unit under blanket or pillow. Excessive heating can occur and cause fire, electric 
       shock, or injury to persons.
11.  Never block the air openings during operation and make sure that all air openings are kept free 
       of lint and hair,etc. Do not drop or insert anything into any of the openings of the unit.
12.  The unit should not be used in bathrooms or other damp or humid places as this may cause 
       electric shock or the unit to malfunction. Water, etc. should not be spilled on the controller.
13.  Do not use the unit outdoors.
14.  Do not use the unit in places where aerosol spray products are in use or where oxygen is being used.
15.  When unplugging the unit, turn off all controls before removing the plug from power outlet. A 
       transformer should not be used as this may cause an electric shock or the unit to malfunction.
16.  Connect this unit to a properly grounded outlet only. See Grounding Instructions.
17.  The unit contains no user-serviceable parts and opening or disassembling any parts of it may 
       cause an electric shock or injury.

– To reduce the risk of burns, fire, electric shock, or injury to persons:

1.    Warranty is not transferable;

2.    This warranty is effective only if the product is purchased from Mas-Agee;

3.    Proof of purchase(original receipt)is required for all warranty repairs;

4.    All implied  Warranties, including but ont limited to these implied warranties of fitness 

       and merchantability, are limited to 1 year from the  original purchase date;

5.    Damage due to misuse, improper treatment and nuauthorised modifications and repairs 

       are not covered by this warranty;

6.    Warranty does not cover accessories and attachments that do not belong to the 

       massage chair; 

7.    Warranty is not applicable to rental, business, commercial, institutional, or other 

       monresidential users; 

8.    All services covered by this warranty must be approved by Mas-Agee and repairs are to 

       be carried out by authorised technicians only.

9.    Mas-Agee reserves theright to make substitution in lieu of repair or replacement, if 

       replacement parts of defective materials are not available.
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When using the commercially available leather-care products (wipes), follow its instructions.
If the synthetic leather is particularly dirty, wipe it in the following manner.

Areas covered with synthetic leather

Side plate

Wipe these areas with a soft, dry cloth.

1. Soak a soft cloth in water or a 3% to 5% solution of mild detergent and wring it
    out thoroughly.
2. Dab the surface with the moistened cloth.
3. Rinse the cloth in water, wring it out thoroughly, and then wipe any remaining
detergent from the surface.
4. Wipe the surfaces with a soft, dry cloth.
5. Allow to dry naturally.

Never use chemicals such as thinner, benzine, alcohol, etc.

If it is difficult to remove dirt, soak a commercially available Melamine foam sponge 
in mild detergent and wipe the unit with it.
Do not use a hair dryer to dry the surface more quickly.
Since colors may transfer from clothing to the synthetic leather 
surface, be carefulwhen using the unit with clothing such as jeans or colored clothes.
Do not allow these areas to come in contact with plastic for extended periods of time 
as this may lead to discoloration.
Never use chemicals such as thinner, benzine, alcohol, etc.

Wipe the unit with a cloth moistened with mild detergent 
and thoroughly wrung out.

Make sure to wring tightly before wiping the controller.

Wipe the unit with a cloth moistened with plain 
water and thoroughly wrung out.

Allow the unit to dry naturally.

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCEIMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

WARNING  

a)  Pregnant women, people who are ill, in poor physical shape.
b)  People suffering from back, neck, shoulder, or hip pain.
c)  People who have a pacemaker, defibrillator, or other personal medical devices prone to 
      electronic interference.
d)  People suffering from heart disease.
e)  People who are prohibited from receiving massage by a physician due to thrombosis or 
      aneurism, acute varicose veins, or other circulatory disorders.
f)   People with irregular curvatures of the spine.
g) People who have a loss of heat sensation.

1.   Persons with any of the conditions listed below or who are undergoing medical treatment should 
      consult with their physicians before using the unit:

2.   Make sure that no part of your body is between the massage heads as their squeezing action may 
      cause injury. Your fingers, feet and head should not be put in the gap between the backrest and 
      the seat, the backrest and the armrest, the seat and the cover under the armrest, the legrest and 
      the footrest, the back cover and the leg cover, and the back side of the legrest.
3.   The unit should not be used against bare skin. While thin clothing may increase effectiveness, 
      exposing the skin directly to the unit may irritate the skin.
      Avoid wearing anything hard on your head like a hair accessory, etc. when using this unit.
      Excessively strong massage action should be avoided on the back of the neck.

4.   Avoid massaging any one part of your body for more than 5 minutes at a time.
      Excessive massaging can overstimulate the muscles and nerves and result in an adverse effect or injury.
      The unit should not be used for more than a total of 16 minutes each session to avoid excessive 
      massaging.
5.   While using the unit, if you start feeling sick or if the massage seems painful, stop using it immediately.
6.   You should not fall asleep while using the unit or use the unit after drinking alcohol.
7.   Avoid sitting on the unit, or sitting with your legs resting on the headrest, when the seat back is in a 
      reclined position. Sitting on the legrest may cause the unit to fall over.
8.   Be sure to start on the gentle massage program if using the unit for the first time.
9.   If the unit functions abnormally, immediately turn off the power and have the unit checked by an 
      authorized service center.
10. Avoid attempting to repair the unit yourself.
11. Make sure there are no obstacles behind the unit before reclining it. If the back hits a wall or pillar, 
      the unit may malfunction. Be sure to have ample space behind the unit.
12. After each massage, slide the power switch to the “off” position and turn  to the “OFF” position.  

13. Be sure to fix a pillow on the back cushion for safe use.
       Failure to do so may result in entangling your hair in the fastener, harm to your skin, or damage to 
       your clothes.

14. Confirm that the shoulder position is correct when body scanning is performed. If it is not properly 
      aligned, use the POSITION button to adjust the shoulder position, or stop the massage and perform 
      the body scanning again.
      (For Automatic courses or Manual Operation)

Caution

Caution

1. After finish，remember to pluck the plug。
2. Before clean，remember to pluck the plug。

No petrol、diluter、spirit to wipe，
No insecticide   

Avoid cause fire & electric shock。

Avoid cause fire & 
electric shock。
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IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

GROUNDING INSTRUCTIONS

15. Sit on the unit after confirming there is no foreign matter between the parts of the unit. 
      (Confirm that there are no foreign objects stuck in the back cushion, legrest or hand/arm 
      massage section.) Sit down after checking that the legrest does not rotate.
      Failure to observe this precaution may result in accident or injury.

16. Remove hard objects, such as false fingernails, wristwatches or rings, when massaging hands 
      or arms. Do not massage with any hard objects in your pants pocket.

17. Store the attachment screws out of reach of children.
      Accidental ingestion may occur.

18. Do not stand, jump on, or place objects on the seat until the air is completely extracted for 
      the air massage.

19. Do not pull on the legrest rotation lock release lever while sitting in the chair with your feet on 
      the legrest. Accidents or injuries may occur.

20. Do not drag or push the unit in an installed state.
      Do not move the unit using the wheels on the floor.
      The floor may be damaged.

21. Do not hold on the legrest leg/sole massage section when moving the unit.
      If this is not observed, the section may slide as you move the unit, and injuries may occur.

The unit must be properly grounded. If it should malfunction or break down, grounding provides 
a path of least resistance for electric current in order to reduce the risk of electric shock.
This unit is equipped with a cord with an equipment-grounding conductor and a grounding plug. 
The plug must be plugged into an appropriate outlet that has been properly installed in 
accordance with all local codes and ordinances.

Improper connection of the equipment-grounding conductor may lead to electric shock. 
Check with a qualified electrician if you are in doubt as to whether or not the unit is properly 
grounded. Do not modify the plug provided with the unit if it will not fit the power outlet. Instead, 
have a proper outlet installed by a qualified electrician.

This unit has a grounding plug. Make sure that the product is connected to a power outlet with 
the same configuration as the plug.
Do not use an adaptor with this unit.

DANGER  

*

*

  

Using trundle to move massage chair

If no anchor-hold chair leading drop out, it may harm to the floor。
Do not catch armrests when moving, as it easy to broken。

Loading the chair on the floor

Loading on the floor Slowly load, be careful your foot。
Anchor-hold the calve, after it load on the floor。
If calve not  stretch completely，it will automatic return to initial position。

45º

Lift up the Calves Rest.

Then recline the chair to approximately to 45 degree, so that you can easily move the chair 
around the house with a slight pull or push.

OPERATION METHOD

Figure 1

Figure 1

Slowly roll caster wheel of the machine

Caster

It maybe harm to the floor, therefore , it is 
recommended that  put some cushion on the floor.

Caution
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AC220V   50/60HzPower Supply

Product Name Sliding Zero Gravity Massage Chair

Model number of the product MC-918

Power Consumption

Maximum operating period

Up or Down massage

Left and right massage

Airbags adjustment

Massage intensity

Dimensions(H × W × D)

Weight in box

Main chair carton:1590*775*1070(cm)

Length of the wire

Usage condition

Storage condition

Maximum user weight

Minimum distance from wall

Approx. 120 KG

2 cm

Using benefits

For those who weighing 100 kg or more, the product operations may make more noise and 

the fabric cover may wear faster.

Increasing blood circulation

Relieving muscular fatigue

Storage temperature:20º-60º
Storage humidity level:30-85RH

Environment temperature:10º-40º
Contrasting humidity:30-85RH

Controller wire:1.7m
Power supply wire:2.2m

N.W.:95KGS
G.W.:112KGS

30 minutes

about 130cm

The length of massage wheels（Adjustable）
neck、shoulder、back、waist：around7cm-20cm

when it working, the  length of massage wheels

（include the width of massage wheels）：about7cm-20cm

120W

five-gear

five-gear

SPECIFICATIONS AFTER COMPLETING THE MASSAGE

Massage balls return to initial position 。
Calve auto decrease，back auto increase。（After massage balls return，
the back will move。）

2. Remove the power plug from the electrical outlet.

1. Slide the power switch to the“O” position.

Disconnecting the power
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Front

Pillow Pad

Bluetooth Speaker

Backrest Pad

Arm air pressure

Controller

Seat Pad

Legrest

Footrest

Backrest

LED Logo

Armrest

Base

Main unit

STRUCTURE DESCRIPTIONAFTER COMPLETING THE MASSAGE
Timer function

The massage will complete automatically approximately 15 minutes after the start of 
operations.

Return the sole massage section to the original 
position and then press the        button.

Hang the comfort cushion on the backrest.

Press the            button.

Lift your soles slightly and legrest returns.

Interrupting the massage

If you experience any problems

Returning to normal chair position

Sole massage section will retract, and the legrest will be lowered automatically so you 
can stand up safely.

Backrest will not rise automatically.
The massage heads move to the retracted position.
Backrest will rise by pressing          button twice.

The massage heads move to the retracted position.

The legrest lowers and the backrest raises automatically.
(The backrest will move after the massage heads retract.)

All operations will stop immediately.

Get off the unit carefully to prevent the unit tipping over.

Sole massage section will not retract all the way 
when the legrest is extended out, since the sole 
massage section will hit the floor.
Raise your legs to retract all the way.

6

7

8

4
2

5 1

9

10
11

12
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Massage position(Enjoy the airbags full-wrap massage)

OPERATING INSTRUCTIANSTRUCTURE DESCRIPTION

Emulated mechanical hand

Waist air pressure massage

LED Speaker

Arm air pressure massage

Calves air pressure massage

Foot kneading and air 
pressure massage

Emulated mechanical hand

According to your own needs, please adjust the angle or strength of the massage chair 
or cushion to reach the best massaging effect.

Note:

Description: when pressing the legs to lie down, fall and sit 

after the control key agreement 1 seconds or so,the back 

and leg angle adjustment.

9.      Massage chair angle adjusting control key

11.                           The leg length adjustment control button

Through this two key to control the angle of backrest and legs , according to a "                        " 

button, massage Angle will be adjusted. When the adjustment to the appropriate location, press 

the button of “                         ”once again and positioning.

Through this two keys to control the leg Angle, according to a “                      ” button, the leg 

frame Angle will be adjusted. When the adjustment to the appropriate location, press the 

button of “                     ”positioning.

Through this two control key can adjust the length of the leg massage, press a “                    ”

button, the calf length will be adjusted. When adjust the appropriate location, press again 

“                     ”button to positioning.

According to the "           " button, the backrest and leg Angle adjustment to the zero gravity 

position, press the"          "button, massage chair back to the initial position;

Leg Angle adjusting control keys

The leg length adjustment control button

10.                           Zero gravity adjustment

-07- -16-
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Confirm the place

about 202cm

about 
2cm

about 
30cm

about 95cm width

Take out parts and install the chair

Put the chair on the floor

OPERATING INSTRUCTIAN SETTING UP THE MASSAGE LOUNGER

Make sure there is enough room for massage chair incline to work.

Do not expose massage chair in direct sunlight or high temperature environments (such as in 

the front of heating equipment). That may cause color fading or hardening of PU leather.

Pave the mat to avoid damage by the floor.

When paving the mat, the size of mat can cover the contact range.

Choose the safe power socket

Adopting the design of one-key forward sliding, the massage chair can be completely opened at

 a distance of 2cm against the wall.In the process of flipping,forward sliding can be reached to 

26cm,the zero gravity angle can be adjusted to 158 degrees.

The chair is heavy(about 80kgs).Move the chair carefully to avoid person injured
or damage of chair.

Lay the chair slowly and watch out your feet.

The floor maybe damaged, so we advise you to pave the mat or isolation pad.

The unit must not be used for more than a total of 15 minutes.

Avoid massaging any one part of your body for more than 5 minutes at a time.

Failure to boserve this amy result in ana aduerse effect or injury.

Switch on ，press the power switch which under massage seat to “I ”(open）position, the

chair in reset state，The back turn to highest point，leg pad to lowest，the chair enter in

ready mode。Below is massage controller’s Button instruction ：

1.   Press             open the power。

The Start / Stop Control Button

There are five auto programs as follows:

Press once on this button and the backlight of the remote control will start blinking: the
chair is in idle mode. Press any massage function button to begin massage function on
the chair. Press this button again to stop all massage functions, the massage rollers will
return to its original position.

When the chair is in massage mode and the user wants to temporarily pause it, press the
pause button and all massage functions will stop. 

Caution

Caution

2.   The Pause              Button。 

3.   Stretch（Focus on the foot stretching massage）

4.   Neck（Focus on the neck massage）

5.   Man（Suit for people who like high intensity of massage）

6.   Woman（Suit for people who like low intensity of massage）

7.   Waist  (Focus on the waist massage )
8.   Sleep (After 15mins massage,the chair stop at the zero gravity angel,power off,the chair 

      reset )

-15- -08-

During the massage state when choose another mode .it will change to another function.

In the automatic procedure, foot massage will start automatically.

You can also change the strength of the leg massage or make it stop working.

Press the automatic program then does massage automatic programs.



Confirm that the main unit and the accessories are in the box.

Main unit

Seat/Calf Back/Seat PU Cover

Armrest & Backrest

Remote Control Base

Armest airbag

Hex Wrench

Power Cord

Back head PU cover 

LCD DISPLAYCHAIR INSTALLATION

1

2

3

8

9

10 11

4
5

7

6

1 Massage remaining time display

2 Pause button display

According to suspend tag will shine.

3 Massage position display

Figure 1 Figure 2

When lit means gasbag massage position. Figure 2
When lit means the parts of body massage. Figure 1

The currently selected gasbag massage on operation;

Automatic display program

Open air bag massage from head to toe

The Bluetooth Identification name is XY_BT.

4

Back massage range5

Heating massage display6

Back fix point massage display7

Bluetooth display8

Massage technique display

Kneading  Hammering Tapping Swdish Scraping Shiatsu

9

Back strength display 
(in kneading massage mode)

Massage strength points 5 levels display

Massage process, display the current icon.
The automatic program control, massage 
technique icon lit.

10

Airbag strength display
Airbag strength points 5 levels disply

*  According to the area of the machine bought different, the LCD control panel display language may be different.
*  Remote control screen by capacitive touch screen plus break code LCD screen.

11
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Check power input socket in power box and whether power line interface is dirty or damaged;
Put the power plug into the power input socket;
Make sure the plug insert fully and safely;

*Display language on the controller may differ depending on the region the unit was purchased.

Switches the controller on and off.

Press this button to stop the function.

REMOTE CONTROL CHAIR INSTALLATION

CONNECT THE POWER CORD TO THE MACHINE

Put power plug into a power outlet

12

12

11

6

7

8

2

10

9

5

4

3

1

1 On/Off button

Stop button

3

Calves/Foot/Back angle adjustment button
Angle Adjustment button

Foot flexible adjustment button

Touch screen display

“Zero gravity” button

4

5

9

10

11

6

7

8

2

1.  In the right side of the armrest front find remote control 

     bracket mounting hole, lock screw of the specifications 

     of the screw is:M6x45  2pcs;

2.  The cushion of the trachea and vibration line connected in 

     color, the zipper pull well;
3. Turn the legrest over from the seat and connectwith the seat
    connecting rod, insert the pin.
4. Zip up the cushion.
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Man

Neck

Stretch Sleep

Waist

Woman

Stretch
Open or closs the “Stretch” program.

Open or closs the “Neck” program.

Open or closs the “Man” program.

Open or closs the “Woman” program.

Open or closs the “Waist” program.

Open or closs the “Sleep” program.

Man

Neck

Woman

Waist

Sleep

M
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1

2

3

Zip



3.Switching on the power supply

4.Check  the unit
1.Make sure there are no tears or rips in the fabric.

2.Make sure there is no foreign matter between the unit.

When the massage heads are not in the
retracted position

3.Make sure the massage heads are in the 
   retracted position.

4.Make sure the legrest is in the fully lowered
   position.

Shoulder/Arm massage position

Legrest

Retracted position

Check

Backrest

Fabric

1. Insert the power plug into an electrical outlet.
2. Slide the power switch to the "I" position.

Note: If you sit when the legrest is in lift postion ,it may make the hip to meet the 
connection between the legrest and the seat. or it will be hurt due to the chair 
turnover.

Press the          button twice to return the 
massage heads to the retracted position.

Make sure there are no tears or rips in the fabric.

Make sure there is no foreign matter between the unit.

Make sure the legrest in lowest position.

(1)

  

BEFORE SITTING DOWNBEFORE SITTING DOWN

Caution

When the legrest is not fully lowered
The legrest will lower by pressing on          twice.

Caution

Check the following before using the unit
1 .Check the surrounding area.

2.Check the power cord and the power plug

Caution

Make sure there are no objects, people,or pets in the vicinity of the unit.

Avoid cause machine fault, accident or injury:
Please don't put your hand or foot in the base befor adjusting the height of footrest.
Make sure there is no obstacle between footrest and also in front of footrest and 
underneath the footrest.
Make sure there is no obstacle in the back of the backrest when adjusting the 
angle of backrest.
Please don't sit or stand on the elevated footrest or backrest.

The product must be grounded. If the machine fails dysfunction, the grounding will 
provide for the current path of least resistance, to reduct the risk of electric shock.
If the equipment power plug is not properly connected, It will cause electrical 
hazard. If you are in doubt of how to correct the product ,see a profession for 
guidance.

Be sure to push the connector all the
way into the appliance inlet.
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